STUDY ON IMPLEMENTING THE
EFFICIENT TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION







India is poised for rapid economic growth
India growth largely come from secondary& tertiary sectors
(industrial& service sectors)
Economic activities of these sectors primarily taking place in
urban areas
To develop the urban areas transportation services play
predominant role
Berlin has excellent traffic and communication infrastructure
Efficiently using the railway modern technology over the
globe

Berlin transportation
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Feature of Berlin transportation

Features of Berlin transportation
Berlin transportation system is harmonizing and combining different spatial
data sources supported by modern inter net/intranet –technologies
Spatial data management:
 It coordinates the operations of the construction maintenance, track
buildings, service, information security, Telematics, positioning, routing,
computer aided schedule management, facility management.
 It acts as a control room of the whole system.


Service information security:
 It provides additional precautionary information well before commuting the
commuter .
 It collects the data about security measurements in under tunnels and sends
to spatial data management.

FEATURES OF BERLIN TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEM
Facility management:
 It facilitates the information to commuter such as which route is shortest
route and gives the additional information whatever required.
 This system is more useful to avoid traffic obstructions well before and also
saves the valuable time of passengers.
Computer aided schedule management:
 It makes the schedule of the public transportation system
 It manages and provides information of the automobiles
Construction maintenance and track buildings:
 It maintains the track well before passing the vehicle trough the path, gives
the information time to time to the S.D.M.
Telematics positioning routing:
 This also called passenger guidance system . This system in the uniform
corporate design and special display in the vehicles, such as route
indicators.

ADVANTAGES OF SPATIAL
DATAMANAGEMENT








Road net work can only monitored by computer .
This is the only way to fulfill high requirement placed on modern transport
system in terms of punctuality ,reliable connections and rapid information
services.
Passengers benefit from reliable connections the prevention of early
departures, and shorten the travel time.
It optimizes the operation control centre and display actual traffic
proceedings

FEATURES OF BERLIN TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM









Modernization of public transport vehicles has been carried out
continuously since reunification.
BVG has introduced soot filters for 1000 of 1400 buses.
New buses which already fulfill Euro standards are in now in service.
Tram have been refurbished.
New-low-floor trams have been introduced.
Tram track have been renewed
Infra structure measures in the tram network focus on links with other
forms

MODES OF TRANSPORTATION

Railways: The rail transport is classified into surface transport (S-Bahn) and
under ground (U-Bahn).
S-Bahn:
 It is mainly an urban means of transportation.
 Total length 327km,of which 250km are within the city of Berlin.
 It operates at quite dense intervals (every 3 or 4minutes)
along the central routes.
 Biggest part of S-Bahn net work has existed for 100years.
 S-Bahn serves the city area of Berlin.

MODES OF TRANSPORTATION



Connects it with the surrounding region
Rapid city transport system provides high transport capacities
It is able to move large flows of traffic over large distances at higher speed



About 1 million passengers use the 16 lines everyday.




U-Bahn:





U-Bahn started in1902 one of the most modern subway system in all of
Europe
Well known for its high level of performance
Nine subway lines and 152 km.

MODES OF TRANSPORTATION
Bus transport:
Berlin has a wide network of buses .It is also connected to many
European cities by bus. The Berliner Verkehrsbetriebe(BVG) operates the
bus service in Berlin. The buses run in all parts of the city .
They run daily from 06.00 to 23.00 hours.

Taxis:
Taxis

are a popular and comfortable means of transport in Berlin.
The standard taxi charge is 2.50 Euros and is rises 1.50 Euros for the initial
six kilometers.
A unique type of taxi called Velotaxi is found in Berlin.
They seat two people and are ideal for short distance travel.

MODES OF TRANSPORTATION
Cycling:
 Bicycle route net work is 800km.
 On the roads ,there are well marked lanes that allow for safe
cycling.
 You are also allowed to take your cycles on the U-Bahn and SBahn.
Ferries:
 Berlin has many seasonal and all year round ferries that travel
to various ports.

MODES OF TRANSPORTATION
Trams:
 Trams are the major feature of land scope in many parts of the city.
 There is 187.7km of tram tracks in Berlin.
Tram features:

out standing speed
 Safety

punctuality

reliability.
 The environmental friendliness of trams is especially important for the
highly polluted inner city.

ADVANTAGES OF BERLIN TRANSPORTATION



Dense public transport networks enable residents to reach their destinations
in the city quickly and reliably.



Excellence of transport system.



Capital regions offer excellent transport connection in all directions.



766km of motor ways and 3400 km of railways ensure a high level of
mobility.



Excellent transport links and logistic structure.
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Mumbai transport system

Mumbai transportation
Roads:
The road length in Mumbai is about 2000km, comprising about 1950km of MCGM

maintained road and about 50km of state highways

All the roads in city are surfaced in which 17.5% concretized and reaming black
topped.
Types of road
surface

Island city
(km)

Western
suburbs (km)

Eastern suburbs
(km)

Total
(km)

Concrete

115.747

127.663

107.413

350.823

Block topped

390.721

799.990

399.638

1590.349

Public transport operations in mumbai(2002-03)
Road –based public transport:
Buses service over 42 % of the average daily traffic operated BEST.


The average trip length by bus is about 5 to 6 km.

About 25% of the total bus trips are feeder trips to the suburban railway system
stations.
Rail based public transport:

The suburban railway systems operated by central and western divisions of Indian
railways, Government of India cater to over 6 million one-way passenger trips per
day.

The total passenger traffic in suburban rail system of Mumbai has increased sixfolds since its inception, while capacity has been augmented by only about 2.3
times.

Public transport operations in mumbai(2002-03)
Intermediate public transport:


Average trip lengths of about 3 to 5km.



Majority of the taxi cabs(99%) are of the premier make, which is off the
production line these days the average age of the taxis on road is about 12

.

years

Trip length

population

Features of Mumbai public transportation system
The travel demand in Mumbai is estimated to be about 20 million person trips per
day, next only to delhi(22 million ptpd) in India.

About 85 percent of the total trips are carried out through mass transport systems.
Public transport operations in mumbai(2002-03)


SI

Mode of public Daily
transport/operat passengers
or

Passenger
kilometers

1

Western
railways entire
MMR)

75,244,186

2

Central railway 2,785,460
entire MMR)

89,187,115

3

Best

4,275,000

27,909,863

total

9,916,695

192,341,164

2,856,235

Mumbai transportation

Type of bridges

Numbers

Flyovers

11

Road over bridges

47

Bridges

104

Foot over bridges

68

The vehicular growth in the in the last 4 decades increased from
0.06 to1million.
Though the number of vehicles registered is less compared to other
metropolitan cities.
Due to its geographical constraint.
The road net work expansion could not keep pace with demand.

Over Burdened transport system








Mumbai city due to its geographical constraints has extended in a linear
manner.
Due to the residential locations being pushed north wards.
Present population is about more than 15 millions.
About 88% of the total trips catered by suburban rail way and public
transport bus services.
Average lead being 22.15kms for rail and 4.67kms for buses.

Congested traffic


Suburban rail traffic increased by 6 times while the capacity increased by
only 2.3 times.



The commuters are subjected to most severe over crowding in the world
with 9 car rakes carrying over 4500 passengers at 11 to 13 persons per sq.m
against normal capacity of about 1750 passengers.

Congested traffic

Key issues
.



Traffic density during peak hours in some areas of the city is so high that
the average speeds climbing down to as low as 6 to 8 km per hour.



Inadequate capacity of existing arterials linking the CBD of greater
Mumbai to the rest of MMR –the existing arteries, viz. eastern and western
express highways are proving inadequate for the increasing traffic volumes.
there is a need to enhance the capacities of these arterial roads and also to
identify and develop alternate routes modes of public transportation to cater
to the growing traffic demands.



poor riding surfaces in internal roads, especially post monsoons every year,
necessitating prompt routine maintenance.
Traffic bottlenecks in the form of narrow right of ways, choking
intersections, etc.
Resulting in slow traffic and environmental pollution.




Future planned proposals by Government of Maharashtra










Mumbai urban transport project (MUTP): project covers road and rail
components and is being implemented under world bank funding. The
thrust of the project is to improve suburban rail system with moderate
investments in bus fleet augmentation, construction of rail over bridges and
pedestrian grade separators and station area traffic improvements.
Mumbai urban infrastructure project (MUIP): It envisages
strengthening and widening of existing roads.
Mumbai metro rail project: To augment the suburban rail system
capacity by constructing about 146 km of additional rail network.
Mass rapid transit system: For a length of about 64km about at enhancing
public transportation capacity.
Development of western sea link: A north –south link connecting worli
end of Bandra – worli sea link now under construction to Nariman point
with a dispersal link connecting Cuffe parade. The alignment runs as a
major sea bridge about 13.75 km long, abutting the western shoreline at
about 150 to 200 meters.

Future planned proposals by Government of maharashtra:


Development of freeways: Eastern freeway, Eastern Express Highway, Western



Express Highway and link road.
Urban reengineering of sion - panvel Highway.



Development of Mumbai trans harbor link (road and rail): To augment the






.

capacity of arterials linking greater Mumbai to the rest of MMR
phase 1: bridge from Sewree to Nava sheva (22km).
Phase 2: broad gauge double track fro Sewree to Nhava sheva.
Development of truck terminus at wadala with an inter-state bus terminus.
Passenger water transport: During the past two decades the existing rail and road
corridors in Mumbai have become highly congested and the traffic levels having
reached saturation conditions requiring immediate measures to augment capacity of
transport system. passenger water transport facility is envisaged to go a long way in
relieving pressure on the other wise over loaded commuting systems operating in
Mumbai. The objective of the proposed water transport system is to provide
alternative mass transport system on sustainable basis at an affordable cost to the
passengers.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCULUSION

The proposal of Government of Maharashtra has the following draw backs:
No segregation of traffic.


No implementation of GIS OR GPS system.

No dedicated lanes for public transport .

No encouragement for bicycles routes.

No integration of road and rail transport.
In view of the above drawbacks, it is expected that the proposals will increase private
transportation and decrease use of public transportation. in future this will lead to
the saturation of the proposed facilities as well . This will lead to more
transportation problems. So we suggest that features of Berlin transportation system
should be incorporated in the proposals.

Thank you

